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INTRODUCTION 
Arsenic (As) atomic number 3.3, atomic weight 74-,91, ia usuall7 
classed as a nonmetal or metalloid, although in the pure state it 
forms a steel grey metallic crystal �d is referred to u metallic 
arsenic. Only one stable isotope is known at the present time, 1D 
spite or its fractional atomic weight. However, the number of 
allotropic forms and their propertiea seem to be undecided among 
many authors (1). 
"Arsenic" was known in the pre-Christian era, but as such vae 
not the pure element. Instead it consisted of the sulfides of 
arsenics real.gar (Aa4S4) and orp�ent (Aa2S3). These aultidee 
were enooun�ered in the gold, silver, and tin mines of that time, 
accounting for the deaths ot many � the miners. The earl7 in• 
n.s\igations of arsellic trioxide (As203) mentioned its medicinal 
values, but apparently the toxic effects ware not discovered until 
around the first century A. D. (1, 2). 
It is believed that elemental arsenic was obtained by Albertus 
Magnus in 1250 A. D., b7 heating Asi33 with soap (2). 
Perhaps the moat important use of arsenic at that time vu 
b7 the professional poieoners aa a means of asaaasination (3). 
It is said that many a Roman wife diepatchecl her unworthy husbend 
by thie means. 
Today, the United States is the largest commercial producer 
of arsenic with respect to the ore processing method, and Mexico 
ranks second. Production was far in excess of demand, and tor a 
time the arsenic produoed trom ore refining was sealed in cement 
'blocks and dumped at sea. Due to the expense of disposal, hovefll', 
l 
,, . 
storehouses were bailt with the hope ot deftloping a future market 
for it. World production in 1943 was about 71,000 ton of white 
arsenic. In 1939 it sold for about three cents a pound, and by 
1947 bad doubled in price. In 1944 the United States produced 
about 36,000 tons and consumed about 43,000 ton (4). · 
During the past twent7 7ears there has been an increase in 
arsenio consumption. Insecticides and glass manufacturers utilize 
about 80 % and S % respectively of the white arsenic produc d 
today. In add1 tion, a small percentage is ueed in metallurgy and 
drug preparations (4). 
The hasards -of arsenic are many to the people produciq C!>r 
working w1 th arsenical. compounds. Ther, however, are avare of 
theee dangers. Instead it is the unwary who are hurt by the aub­
etance, of'ten through an indirect manner. The official food tolerance 
as established b7' the Federal Food and Drug Administration ie 3.57 
parts per million ot As ae u203, or 2.71 parts per million of .&a 
aa .ta (5). Thi is the-same as 2.71 micrograms or 0.00000271 gram. 
ot arsenio per gram of food. Consequently, there «Jd.ete a need 
tor a auitabl method by \ihich arsenic mq be determined. 
Food products are often highly contaminated aa th• result ot 
sprays or insecticides used on . roods. Another source ot are nic 
poisoning is in the areas near ore proee sing plants. Mineral 
waters contain small quantitiee ct arsenic du to leaching and 
weathering of min ral rocks. 
Perhaps the most important occurrence of arsenic to the average 
indiviclual i in the form of foodstuffs and b1olog1eal materials. 
Ao se of arsenic poi oning from beer was traced '\O the euli'urio 
2 
aoid used in proceea1ng the sugar (6). W1nee aa well contain traces 
of araenio aa the reaul t of aprqs uaed on the grapes ( 7) • The 
prohl• ia important trom many atandpoints, whether it be glase­
ma1d11g, ore prooeaeing, pharmaceutical preparations, toodatutra, 
or in the inYol vement ot any- of the hundreds ot other -oceurreneee 
et areenic. It ·Still mwat be sought out, eepe.rated, and determined 
q,uant1tativel7 1n a eatiataetory fashion. The varlet7 of 1ta 
ocourrencea makes a universal method ot a.nal.71ia elusive. 
The obj ctive ot thia inn tigat1on wae to determin• the beat 
aY&ilable chemical method tor the determination ot arsenic 1n micro 
quenti ties 1n biological materials, utilising simple and readily 
aY&ilable equipment. The author has attempted to make a aurve7 of 
the moat promising methods ot arsenic analysis in biologioal materiaue 
and to improve or dffise a better method 1n accordance with the 
objective of th1• problem. 
SURVEY OF THE METHODS 
There are probably as many' methods and variations of methods aa 
there u- worker investigating arsenic analysis. This c.ondi t:1on 
would indicat that there 1s no entirely fiati·sfactory method. Two 
ot the most commonly encountered methods in the textbooks are the 
Marsh and the Gutzei t testa,  al though in recent years they haYi not 
pro11ed too satisfactory as q-qanUtative tests. The Marsh teat d•­
pen4a upon the reduction or the oxide ot arsenic to arsine, v.ltb 
its subsequent decomposition and deposition of the elemental arsenic 
aa a mirror ( 8) • The Gutzei t method; the ottioial method ot the 
Aeaooiation ot orticial .A.gr:lcultural Chemists, 1e based on the 
gener tion '?f arsine which reduces mermirio bromide on a strip ot 
tilter paper to produce a brownish;rellow stain, the length or the 
stain (:1n mm.) being proportional to the concentration ot the arsine 
generated. Some authors and in"f'estigatora a.lso use the shade ot the 
eta.in as a means of analysis ( 9) • the original method called tor 
silver nitrate impregnated stripe ot filter paper which prcduc d a 
stain ot AsAi:; • )AgN03 (8). 
ot the senral modif'icationa ot the O.tseit method that ban 
since appeared, the most p1'omi8ing per:haps is that ot .Almond (lo). 
Thie investigator placed a coupling 1n the glass tube which normall.7 
contains the indicator paper in euch a wq that a circular disk of 
impregnated paper lay horizontal.17 across the path of.the soaping 
arsine. In this thod the arein was :forced to pass through the 
paper and could not escape along the sides of it. Jlmond uaed various 
eh$.des of the stain as standards and claimed an accuracy of one 
microgram by this modification. 
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In oonsulting the literature several methods were encountered, 
but th most prom1eil'lg seeed to be the Sultaaberger (ll). The 
apparatus required is simple and m,q be obtained in alaoat arr,' lab­
orato17, with perhape the exception of the 25 ml.. Fresenius :t'luk • . ' . 
In addition; the method seems to be a rapid one not requiring the 
usual long waiting period .for the generation of arsine. Here the 
biological material 1e destro7ed b7 vet combustion uing nitric and 
eul.turic acids, leaving the arsenic in the pentaTalent tom, probabl.7 
the oxt.de. It is then reduced and distilled aa the trichloride, 
being abtorbed by dilute nitric ei4 solution. Evaporation• followed 
by treatment with ammonium molybdat, produced the molybdiaraenic 
acid which waa reduced to \h stable blue colored complex using_ 
hydru1ne sulfate. 
The King1le7 and Schaffert (12) method requires a little more 
elabor te apparatus• but it was exam1J>ed 1n detail bee•ue• ot ita 
rapid h7droehlorio acid digestion. The biological material 1a di­
gested in dilute hydrochloric acid solution for fifteen minutes, 
tr ated vith 10 ml. of HC11 diluted to the preTious volume, treated 
with 1; % KI solution, and then with 40 % SnCJ.2• The arsenic ia 
then eeparated aa arsine using mo a7 line and is absorbed by a stan­
dard io�n• solution. Again the heteropoly blue colored comples !e 
formed by using ammonium molybdate and hydrazine sulf'a�e. The stan­
dard curve is prepared by treating known standards ot arsenic vith 
the standard iodine, d veloping the color and reading the percent 
traneD4ssion at 865 mu on the Beckman DU spectrophotometer. 
In March, 1954, a mod.1£1oat1on ot the Kingele7 method appeared 
in Anal.7tioal Chemistry by Evans and B�dem.er (13), ·111 which the 
' 
biological material wu ashed with a saturated magnesium nitrate 
solution. The uh vu th n <11aaolved in dilute HOl, treated lfith 
1S j II, then 40 % Snc12, and arsine was generated by' the addition 
of moeay sine. The arsine wu abaorb$d by a standard iodine solu­
tion, and the blue colored heteropoly complex was deTel.oped. ae 
before. The wave length vaa altered to 840 mu on the 8eokman 00 
spectrophotometer, einoe maximum abeorpt1on is obtaiJled from the 
blue com.pl ex at this wan length rather t-han at 86S mu. Al though 
the reading ie m.oet sensitive at th udmum absorption, the main 
point to be remembered is that the eame wa,re length m11Bt be uaed 
consietentl)". 
The au�or then attempted a modif'ication of this method using 
dilute sulfuric instead of hydrochloric. The blue oomplex waa 
read at 840 mu on the Beckman DU epec.trophotometer, and the red 
tilter was used on the Cenco photelometer. 
In addition, there are other method.a applicable, such aa die­
tillation, titration, at1d polarography. Moet ot the uthoda are 
time consuming, require elaborate equipment that ie not alwqa 
aYailabl•, and are not satisfactory tor micro quantitie ot arsemc. 
A polarographic method was considered and discarded 1D taTOr ot 
simpliciv. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RFSULTS 
In order to become familiar with the techniques ot the varioue 
methods of determinationt it vas decided to se1eot a tev or the most 
promiaing methode_ot arsenic analysis. and apply them te the problem at 
hand by preparing standard curve and doing reooTery experiments. The 
final test would be an analysi.s ot biological material in which the 
arsenic was organically bound. 
1. The Gutzeit Method (9). 
l\tyent; 
Reagents wer· prepared according to the specification• ot the 
A. o. A. o. with the exception of the zinc, the mercuric bromide paper, 
and the standard stock arsenic eolution·. 
7 
Zino .. Reage�t grade 30 mesh zinc by Mallinckrodt wu used direetl.7 
instead of zinc treated with HCl. 
Mercuric bromide paper• Twel•e- cm. strips or Whatman lo. 2 tilter 
paper out 3 mm. 1n 'Width were treated with;% alcoholio mercuric 
bromide solution and dr1 d. The papeN were prepared ae needed .. 
Standard arsenic solution (11). - The solution vu·prepared by 
d1asolving 1.32 g. of Bureau of Standards arsenic trioxide in 30 ml. ot 
1 N sodium b1"droxide, diluted, and the pH adjuated to 6.,5 - 6. 8 using 
1 N hydrochloric acid. The pH .of.' the soluU.on was further adjusted to 
7.2 using 2 H sodium bicarbonate and diluted to 1 llter. It was then 
standardized against a standard iodine solution. Ten milliliters of 
thia stock solution diluted to one liter provided a aolut.ion that 
contained 10 micrograms of As aa As per ml. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus used conformed to the directions as given 1n the 
A. o • .l. c. The Kjeldahl flask vae made from a 500 ml.  distillation 
f'laek by remoVing the side arm · flush w1 th the neck and sealing the 
opening. 
Procedure 
From 0 . 2  to 0.3  g.  of arsenie-tre laboratory chow were placed 1n 
8 
a 500 ml. Kjeldahl _digestion naak, and an appropriate volume of 
standard arsenic (10 ug./ml . )  solution was added. The organic material 
was then wet ashed w1 th 20 ml. ot ¥0 4 and .3; ml .  0£ HH03. Hi trio acid 
was added as required until digestion was complete. The digeat should 
be colorless to a straw yellow at this point. 
Seventy five milliliters of distilled water and 2S ml. o.£ saturated 
ammonium �ate were added to the cooled digest and the solution then 
evaporated until so3 tum.es appeared The digest was cooled and diluted 
to 100 �.  in a volumetric flask. 
A 20 ml .  aliquot (l  - 10 ug. As ) was then neutralized with 25 % 
NaOH.. Five milliliters each of concentrated HCl and 1S % KI solution 
were added. together w1 th 4 drops of 40 � SnC12• The container vaa 
placed in a .water bath ( 2s0c. ) and allowed to stand 30 minutes .  The 
zinc was then added and the absorption tube containing the indicator 
pape.r attached.  The reaction was al.lowed to proceed 1 .  5 hours . 
The indicator p pers were remoTed and the average length of the 
stain measured in mm. This procedur was followed :ror standard stains 
of 11 3, S, 7, and 10 ug., of arsenioJ 1n all cuea the volwn• wae kept 
constant. The results may be found in Figure l and Table I .  
Recovery tr1a1a 
Reoo-very trials were attempted wi\h various biological. materials ,  
using known quantities of arsenic. 
9 
nour 
Five gram samples of milled white nour containing known quantities 
or arsenic (l .:... 10 ug, ot Ae per 20 ml. aliquot) were analysed in 
duplicate. The samples W"ere digested, diluted to SOO ml., and 20 ml. 
aliquots neutralized and analyzed according to the procedure given. 
The results are shown in Table II . 
.W �dpv: homogenatt 
A rat kidney homogenate 11ae prepared and a 20 ml. aliquot taken 
in duplicate. To the aliquot was added 0. 5  ml. of standard arsenic 
solution ( S  ug. As), and the samples were treated as des(?ribed. The 
resul te .are found in Table III. 
W itm: b9FIIDAH 
A 20 � rat liver ho�genate wa1S prepared and a 20 ml. aliquot 
taken to which was add&d. 5 ug. of arsenic. Recoveries are shown 
in Table III . 
Errat.1� results were obtained 1n \he attempt to prepare a stan­
dard 0'1M'e I and after some consideration 1 t ·was decided to 4eternd.ae 
the optimum quantity of zinc required �  Thia wae done by toll owing 
the ;procedure .from digestion through the arsine generation using 10 ug, 
0£ arsenio. The zinc was then altered f'rom 1.0 to 10.0 I• in 1. 0  g. 
quantities. The results are shown in Table IV,. 
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TABLE I 
STAND.A.RDlZ.lTION DATA FOR GUTZEIT METHOD 
sample 1 .a l 
Blank l mm. l mm. 0 mm. 
l ug. .ls O mm. 2 mm. l mm • 
3 ug. As 4 mm. 3 mm. 4 llllh 
5 ug. As 6 mm. 6 mm. 6 an. 
'1 ug. As 8 mm. ; mm. 7 mm. 
10 ug. As 10 mm. S mm. 10 mm. 
-( 
TABLE II 
ARSENIC RECOVERIES FROM FLOUR 13! GUTZEIT M'.lffHOD 
samp1e .l -' .l 
Blank - 1 •• 0 mm. l mm. 
l ug, As 3 mm, 2 mm. ) mm. 
3 ug. As 6 mm. 4 mm. 3 mm. 
s ug. As 7 mm. O mm. 7 lDll. 
8 ug. As 11 mm. 11 mm. 14 mm. 
10 ug. As 12 -· 11 mm. 12 mm. 
11 
TABLE III 
ARSENIC RECOVERY FROM ANlMAL TISSUE BI GUTZEIT MITHOD 
Length or u • or 
Sample Ti:1a1 Stdg (m;,} At Recsm:i 
Rat kidney blank l 
homogenate + 1 2 
5 ug. As added 2 2 l 
20 % rat liYer ., 5 
homogenate + 4 5 
' ug. As added 
TABLI IV 
OPl'IMUM ZINC DETERMINATION FOR THE GUTZEIT METHOD 
Weight of zinc Blank Sample I Sample II 
in Kfft!Pf Ste1D (p,) St,ejJp (ipm,) stn3n ham,> 
1.0 0 s .o 4.7 
2.0 - 0 7.1 6.6 
3.0 0 6.9 7.,0 
4.0 0 8.6 8.6  
s.o 0 8.9 9 .4 
6.0 0 9.5 10.6 
7.0 0 ll.3 11.2  
s.o 0 12.2  ll.4 
9.0 0 13.7 13.8 
10.0 trace 15.7 1S .7  
U,sulta 
The data in Figure l and Table I show the etandardiaation curve 
tor the Gutzei t method trom l to 10 ug. of arsenic . At tiret glance, 
the, curve presents an ideal picture. It was o ain-1, however, ·only 
after repeated trials . Table II, which is es.sent1all7 the, same 
experiment repeated with .tlour, presents several 1neoneiatenciea . 
For example at 3 ug. ,. the stain n.ries in length from l to 6 mm. 
12 
w1. th the average being aeout 4 mm. . It the blank of l mm. is subtracted, 
this meana that 3 ug. of arsenic should produce a ate.in 3 mm. long. 
Recovery on the rat kidney homogenate was poor regardless of the 
agreement between samples . It demonstrates what might happen to the 
average analyst making duplicate determinations tor micro quantities 
of arsenic by this method. 
Table IV shows the results ef an attempt to determine optimum 
zinc requirements. The optimum quant:lty of zinc appears to be 
between 4 and 5 grams . Howev-er, the author used 9 .0 grams of zinc 
in th experimental work to 1:naure complete evolution ot arsine and 
a.till obtain a minimum blank which could bi. used as a. reference • 
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PLOf OF STANDARDIZATION CUltVE FOR THE SULTZASERGER METHOD 
OUTH AI\OTA � E U  RARY 
2. The Sultzaberger Method (ll} 
Reaqnts and ARPN:o;t;us 
The reagents and apparatus conformed to the spec1f1cationa ae 
cutlined by Sultzaberger. 
fr29!9W:I 
The arsenic-containing biological material was wet ashed ua1ng 
a mixture of sulf'uric ·and nitric acids in a 250 ml. Erlenmeyer nuk 
l4 
on a hot plate. Digestion was carried out slowly to prevent excessive 
foaming and loss of arsenic. As digestion proceeded• the o:d.dia� 
condiUon was maintained by adding nitric acid as needed. When 
digestion was complete, the cooled digest was treated with about 20 ml. 
or distilled vater and 8"/aporated to the fumes of so3• The resulting 
digest assumed a light yel ow to col:orlee3s appearance. 
The distillation was carri d out a.e directed b7 Sultzaberger, 
1. e., by distilling the arsenic trichloride into 7.0 llll. of dilute 
nitric acid solution. Distiliation was carried out in such a way that 
bubbles ware formed at the rate of about one per second. Because the 
solution sometimes bubbled excessively, it vae found advisable to 
ins rt the arm of the Fresenius flask into the mouth of the SO ml. 
Erlenmeyer fl.ask which was to be ueed for the color development. The 
distillate wae then treated as directed, the beteropoly blue color 
was developed, and the per cent tran mission read on a Cenco photelo-· 
meter using the red filter. 
This procedure was carried out for both the standardisation cum 
and for the areen.ic-containing biological material. 
The standardization curve was prepared b7 . adding know quantities 
0£ the standard arsenic solution. to 0.2 - o.S g. samples or arsenic-free 
1S 
1 boratory chow. Blanks were determined for samples containing only 
acid as well as · ples containing laboratory chow and acid. The 
results may be observed 1n Figure 2 and T ble V.  
In . pr 2, it will be not&d that two curves are plotted. · The 
lower curve was prepared by reading the arsenic samples w1 th the 
pbotelometer . set at 100 % transmi.e ion for distilled water, The red 
'rilter was used. If the · photelometer with blank (erganic matter + 
acid) 1�  set at 100 % transmission, the corr etion factor tor the 
arsenic in the chemicals is automatically made, as is indicated in the 
upper curve. 
Recove17 experiments were mad on both biological materials and 
an organic .,rserdcal compound. For the biological material rat 
kidney homogenate wae prepared and S ug. of As wre added. In addition, 
a 20 % rat liver homogenate was prepared and S ug . of ls vere added. 
In the case or the organic compo�d, a nocarsphenamine (Merck, u. s .  P. 
Lot No . 12.36, containing 32 .14 % As) solution (equ1ftlent to 16 ug. of 
As/ml. ) was prepared, The results are shown 1n Table n·. 
16 
T.lBLE V 
STANDARDIZATION DATA FOR THE SULTZABERGER METHOD. 
Sampl,e Standard Std. Soln. j Trans . Org� + Acid 
No, §ppl1 ;i.o ua,Lml., HaQ @ logS l_IrtPt, 
1 Blank ( acid None 91 
onl7) 
2 Organic matter None 93 100 
p1us acid 
3 Organic + 0.2 ml .  88 9S 
� ug. A8 
4 Org. + 4 ug. 0 .4 ml.  86 93 
As 
s O:rg. + s ug. o .s ml. 80 87 
As 
6 Org. + 16 ug. 1 .6 ml. 68 7S 
7 Org. + 25 ug. 2 . 5  ml.  54 
8 Org. + 30 ug. 3.0 ml. 'J7 
9 Org. + .35 ug. ,., ml. 44 51 
10 Org. + 50 �- s .o ml )l 
As 
/. 
TABLE Vl 
ARSEN IC BECOVERY EXPERIMENTS BY THE SULTZABERGER METHOD, 
Sample Sample Per Cent ·ua� 
Tne Number · Transm1ss12D S,s;oJertJi 
o.s ml. Neo- l 78 s.o 
arsphenamine 2 78 a.o 
16 ug./ml. 3 78 s .o 
Kidney homog- l 82 . , .  , 
enate + 2 82 ,., 
us. As .3 83 s .2 
20 1' liver 3 80 ? •. o 
homogenate + 4 81 6.5 
ug. As 
Bealllts 
Figure 2 show a standardi1atio graph 1n a quant1tat1Te range .. 
that should prove convenient for tuture research in tb1a field. It 
1e aens'itive and reliable. 
The data in Table VI show excellent reconriee from an organic 
material and good to. fair recoveries frOm an�mal tissue homogenates. 
Further research is necessary to explain these variations 1n the 
tissue recoveries. 
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3 .  The Kingsley and Schaffert Method (12) 
IMmato 
The, standard arsenic solution which was prepared aocording to 
18 
Sul tzaberger (ll) • contained 10 ug 8 of . per ml, Other reagents were 
made according to Kingsley and Schaffert. The stock iodine solution 
vu standardized according to Kolthoff and. Sandell (14) .• 
AJ>para:W, 
The apparatus u ed vae essentially the · same as that de cribed 
in the 11 ter ture, except that rubber stoppered joints were uaed inetead 
of ground glass joints . 
fEosedurt 
The etandardization curve vas prepared by adding known quantit-ies 
or the standard arsenic solution to .2 - 0 . 5  g. or arsenic-tree lab­
oratory ehov and submitting the samples to cligeation with HOl . The 
a;rsenio was separated ae arsine, which was trapped 1n 0 .001 N I
2 
solution . It was discovered that 2 . 5  ml .  ot tht iodine solution did 
not provide suttic1ent volume tor either the spectrophotometer or the 
photelometer cells; therefore, a volume ot 5 ml. waa used consistently' 
for both the standardization Ctll"'9"e and the samples . 
The samples were digested with HCl for 15 minutes, cooled, 
treated with 10 ml. of HCl, and . diluted to the ori.ginal wlume. They 
were than treated with 15 % KI and 40 % Snc1
2 
and alloved to stand 
15 minutes . In order to secure uniform. generation of arsine, 3 .0 g ,  
0£ mossy zinc vere added to each sample and generation vas allowed to 
proceed for 1 hour. 
The heteropoly blue colored complex vas developed and read at 
865 mu on the Beckman DU speotrophotom ter, In addition, a calibration 
curve was prepared fot- the Cenco photelom.eter using the :red filter. 
The results are found in Figure 3 and Table VII. The readings � 
taken on both the Beckman and the Cenco vi th the in.struments · set at 
100 � transmission for distilled water-. 
Recoveries were made on both the organic arsenical ud biological 
materials. Triplicate samples were anelyzed using o. s ml. ot neo­
arephenamine (8 ug. As) according to this. proeedur•. The results 
are found 1n Table nn. 
Recovery experiments were also conducted 0:n s .o ml. samples ot 
a 10 % rat liver homogenate to which had bten added 0 . 5  ml. or the 
standard arsenic soluti� conta, n:lng 10 ug. o't As per ml. The 
results are .tabulated in Table IX. Duplicate blanks were determined 
on the bomogena�e according to the SUltsaberger �ethod. with a trans­
mission of 92 i and 95 � on the Genco • . 
Sample 
Numb.It 
l 
3 
4 
' 
6 
·7 
10 
12 
13  
15 
Sample 
4 
6 
TABLE VII 
DATA FOR STANDARDIZATIO CURVE 
FOR THE KING LEY-SCHAFFERT METHOD 
ug, As % Trans. 
Addts 865 m 
l 89 .0 
1 90· .0 
l 84.0 
.3 79.4 
3 76 . 2  
3 83 .6 
' 76 .o 
' 79 .• o 
5 s; .o 
7 63.0 
7 66.o 
7 73 .0 
10 54.2 
10 ;2.0 
10 60.0 
TABLE VIII 
i Trans. 
C.,mgo 
'' 
93 
91 
88 
91 
88 
91 
82 
74 
72 
ARSENIC RECOVERY FROM NEOARSPHENAMID 
ug. 
BY KINQSLEY-SC F.ER'1' METHOI> 
As Sample Tree . 
in @OPPit Volume §6s a 
8 0. 5  ml.  61 . 3  
8 0. 5 ml. ss .2 
8 o . s  ml .  66.o 
% Trans . 
Cenco 
78 
75 
81 
20 
ug. 
B@ana 
7.8 
9 .0 
6 .6 
Sample 
TABLE IX 
ARSENIC R!X:OVERY FROM RAT LIVER HOMOOENA'l'E 
BY THE KINOOLEY CHAFFERT METHOD 
ug. As in % Trans . % Trans. ug. 
!Ym\!!r· Sample S65_mu Ctpoo RfcoJRl 
1-B* None - 92* None 
2,..B* None - ,s• None 
1 ' ,, ., 86 4.4 
5 76. 2  86 4.0 
*The blank determined on this particular homogenate was anal.pea 
only by the Sul:tzabergar method. It is Yalid, however, :1n :lndieathg · 
the lack ot arsenic in the control rat. 
Rfsylts 
Figure . 3  is the standardisation curve for the Kingsley and 
Schaffert method, the data for whic are found in Table VII .  Th• 
CttrY8 obtained on the Beckman at 86S inu shows more ecatt:ering than 
that of the Oenco due to the increased sensitivity ot the instrument. 
Table VIII shows the recovery 0£ arsenic from en organic arsenical. 
The average result is somewhat low. This may be due to a combination 
of techniqu and apparatus , since the arsenieal easily undergoe 
oxidation. 
Table IX likewie shows a low recovery which is accounted for 
under the diecues!on. 
Thia procedure is apparently no't the most satiatactory method 
tor the micro determination of arsenic. 
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4. The Evans and Bandemer Method (13) 
Reyenta 
23 
The reagents used conformed to those de eribed 1n the literature (13) 
with the exception or th standard arsenic solution, which waa pre-
pared. according to Sultzaberger (U) . 
Apparatus 
Crucibles - A number 2 Coors crucible was used, sine a number .4 
was not availabl • 
Apparatus for di·stillation • Rubber stoppered joints ve:re used 
instead of the ground glass joints . All joints were water sealed. 
Other apparatus conformed to that in the literature , (13) . 
Procedure 
A suitable quantity of the biol. gical material was placed in a 
number 2 Coors crucible lined with ashless filter paper to which 
was added 6.o ml. ot sat\U'ated magnesium nitrate solution. After 
thorough mixing, the filter paper was · f'olded over and the stirring 
rod wiped clean with a small p1e1ce of filter paper which was added to 
th contents of th crucible. The sample was then placed on a steam 
bath to evaporate any excess water . The contents ot the crucible nre 
then gently ashed using a small flame, after which the crucible was 
placed in a co1d muffle furnace, . the temperature raised to about 
600°0. and allowed to remain aver Di t. 
Difficulty vas encountered in the initial ashing, hce th 
largest Coors crucible avails.bl was number 2 instead ot a n�r 4 
as required. This limited the size or the sample to about 2.5 ml. or 
homogenate . B st results vere obtdn d by gently heat.:lng the evaporated 
sample with a small Bunsen name until all of the Yolatile material 
vas expelled; meanwhile, the expansion of th ash was caretuJ.11 con­
trolled, becaus biological material has a tendency to expand many 
times its original volume when subJeeted to heat under these conditions .• 
The oool d ash was then moistened with a few milliliters ot dis­
tilled water, dissolved · in 17 .• 0 ml. or d1lut HCl, and transferred to 
a 125 ml. Erlenmeyer flask. The crucibles were rin ed with 2 .. 12 ml ,  
portions of the HCl and the washings added to the nask. 
The arsenic was separated as arsine using 3.0 g. ot moes7 sine, 
and the arsine trapped in s .o ml. of 0.001 12 solution. The hetero­
poly blue colored complex was developed. and th . per cent transmiss-1011 
read at 840 mu on the Beckman DU spectrophotometer. 
Th standardization curve was prepared by using arsenic-tree 
laboratory chov for organic material, "'to vhich were added known 
quantities or the standard arsenic solution. Per cent transmission 
was determined on both the spectrophotometer and the photelom.eter. 
The results or the standard curve may be found in Figure 4 and 
Table x. 
Recovery experiments wer conducted using neoarephenamine 
(16 • As/ml.) and rat liver homogenate. The sample . were read 
against water. A 2.5 ml. sample of a 10 % rat liTer homogenate wu 
used to which wae add d o . 5  ml. of the standard arsenic solution 
(10 ug. /ml.) . The results are found in Table n .  
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TABLE X 
STANDARDIZATION. CURVE DATA 
BY TBE EVANS AND B . EM.ER METHOD 
Sample ug. As % Trans . % Tran 
Added s40 mu Ce;c;o 
1 1 74.0 
i 89 .8 95 
·3 1 89.9 95 
4 3 74.0 
3 73. 2  87 
6 3 81 . S  91 
7 5 68.o 84 
g 5 65 . 5  83 
5 64 .• 5 81 
10 7 60.o . 
7 58 S 77 
12 7 5 . s  77 
13 10 44. 2  72 
14 10 48.9 
1S 10 44.0 72 
TABLE n 
ARSENIC RECOVERIES BY THE EVANS-BANDD1ER MEI'HOD 
Sample Sample ug. As 1n i Trans. % Trans . ug. 
IxP• ?fum.ber Semple s40 mu Cepco Bfconn4 
eoars- 8 8 S.3.0 76 
phenamine 9 8 S4.0 7S 8 
Liver 1-B* None 92* None 
homogenate 2-B* None 9S* None 
5 69.8 84 4.s 
5 64.5 8) 5.3 
*The blank on the 10 % rat liver homogenate was determined on 
the control rat by the �ultzaberger ethod. 
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Btaultf 
Figure 4 and Table X shov the results of the calibration curve. 
The points are not too widely scattered providing a typical standardiza­
tion curve. The variations that appear are due to technique ae Wl1' be 
seen from Table XI. 
Care must be exercised while handling the ash . The f:ri tted gae 
dispereion cylinder is a source cf error in arsine generation whieh 
error might be reduced to a minimum through constant application of 
the method. 
,.  The �ans-Bandemer Moditioatlon 
BtutPH 
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The r agents are the same as those used in the Evans-Bandemer (lj) 
:method with the following exceptions & 
1, j ll solution vu not required. 
Dilute HOl solution wae not required.. 
Approximately 12 li H�o4 solution ( prepared as required from 36 I 
arsenic-tree 82S04, reagent grade} was used in tead of the HOl • . 
APPVUYI 
The apparatus used was eseential.17 the same as that deeorlbed to� 
the Evans-Bandemer method with the following exoeptionsc 
Rubber stoppered joints replaced the ground glass Joints. 
The coarse tritted gas dispersion C,linder was replaced by a 
glaa delive17 tube 3. 5  mm. inside diameter with a capillary drawn out 
to about O. S mm. inside diameter at the end. 
Crucible - A No. 2 Coors crucible was used tor ashing, although 
a No. 4 crucible would greatly facilitate the procedure. 
fros,ow• 
The procedure followed for the modification was essentially the 
S&Dl8 u that followed for the Evans-Bandemer method up to the point 
o� diseolring the uh. 
The arsenic-containing biological material vas placed in a 
No. 2 Coors oruoibl lined with an ashless filter paper. Six milli­
liters ot a saturated magnesium nitrate solution vere added and the 
mixture stirred. The fil tar paper was folded over w1 th the aid of the 
stirring rod, and the rod was wiped clean with a small piece f:£ filter 
paper which was added to the contents of the crucible. 
Th crucibl d cont nt 
2S 
r pl c d on the steam bath for about 
2 hours and the latter allowed to por t to dryness, The sample 
wa gently heat d to an ash vi th Bunsen burner, using a small name. 
0 - e mu.st be exercised here, as the biological material wUl expand 
to many times its original volume. Also, the sh is light and a 
strong n e or draft wUl blov tt out of the crucible. Tb sample 
v. s then pl ced in a cold muf'f1 furnace, the t�m.perature w raised 
to 600 . , and the sample waa allowed to remain overnight. 
The cooled h was moistened with a few m111111ters of distilled 
water, and 10 ml.  ot 12 N ffaS04 were added dropwise. The ash vae 
dissolved by stirring 81ld transferred to a 125 ml. Erlenmeyer flask. 
The crucible vas washed with 2 - 10 ml. portions of 12 B�o41 and 
the washing were added to the contents "Of the Erlenmeyer nask. 
The e ple was then treated with 1.0 ml. of fi-esbly prepared 40 % 
SnC12 olution and allowed to stand 15 minut s. 
M anwhil , the lead cetate filter vas pr pared as deaeribed in the 
liter ture (13) • and 5.0 m1. ·· of 0.001 N I2 solution vere placed in a 
12 c • t .st tub immer ed in an ice bath. 
Three grams of mossy zinc were added to the acid olution and the 
appar tus connected for distill tion. Water seals were provided at all 
joints . 
G n ration allowed to continue for one hour at th end ot 
which time the iodine solution was removed. 
The lead acetate filter was then removed, washed at once v.ith 
about 10 ml. of concentr ted nitric aeid., and rinsed with about 150 ml .  
of distilled vater. 
The iodine �')olution containing the arsenic was treated fir t with 
0 . 5  ml. ot ammonium molybdate solution and then with 0 .2  ml. of the 
hydrazin ulf ate solution . Th olutian was thoroughly shaken after 
e ch addition . The heteropoly blue complex was dev loped by placing 
th t st tube oov red with a marbl or glass bulb 1n a vater bath at 
so-90°c.  for 10 minutes . 
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The etandardiz tion curv vas pr pared by adding known quantities 
ot the standard arsenic solution to 0 .2 .. o . 5  g. ot arsenic-tree 
laboratory chow and following the procedure described. 
The results tor the standardization curve are found in Figure 5 
and Table nI . 
Recovery experimen were conducted using neoarsphenamine 
(16 ug./ml. ) ,  the results of which are ahown in Table XIII. 
A 2 .S  ml. sampl of a 10 % rat liver· homogenate was used to 
which va added o . s  ml. f£ the standard arsenic solution (10 ug. 
As/ml. ) • The blank on th 11 ver was determined by the Sul tzaberger 
method. R ooveries are shown in Table XIV. 
TABLE llI 
DATA FOR STANDARDIZATION CURVE 
EVANS-B!Nl>EMER M:>DIB'IOATION 
Sample ug. "As 'I, Trane . i Trans . 
.... Me,a . §40 mu Cenco 
l 0 93.8 
0 92.5 97 
3 3 78 .0 90 
3 78 .o 90 
' 5 66.o 83 
6 ' 70.8 86 
7 7 '9 .8 
7 60.8 80 
9 10 47.0 72 
10 -
TABLE XIII 
ARSENIC RECOVERY FBOM NEOABSPHENAMINE 
BY THE EVANS-BANDEMER MODIFICATION 
Sample ug. As ml .  of % Trans . % Trans. Ui• As 
lnmller tdf!ed Sample 849 &  Cenco l.epovered 
1 J.2 0.2 78. 5  89 3.0 
3 .2  0.2 a1.o 90 2.6 
l 4.8 0.3 70.5 8S 4.4 
4.8 o., 68.o 83 s.2 
' 9.6 o.6 56.o 77 s .o 
6 9.6 0,6 55 .8  77 s .o 
Sample 
--
1-B* 
2-B* 
TABLE XIV 
ARSENIC RECOVERY FROM · IMAL TISSUE 
EVAm-BANDEMER MODIFICATION 
ug. Aa 
Added 
N one  
None 
, .o 
, .o 
% Trans . 
s40 mu 
67. 5  
69.o 
· % Trans. 
Qe;co 
92* 
95* 
84 
85 
ug. As 
Repgvered 
None 
None 
4.9 
4.4 
W'fhe blank on the 10 % rat liver homogenate was determined by 
the Sultsabe:rger method. 
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The Evans�Bandemer Modification provides an excellent calibration 
curv a is shown 1n Figure S .  Sati factory results were al . o  obtained 
on the Cenco photelometer. Thie instruaent has the advantage of 
rapidity over the spectrophotometer and is still sufficiently accurate 
'fo.r this determination. 
The enai ti vi ty of the method requires more re earch. At present 
it is accurate to l ug. According to Tables XIII and XIV, a aensitirit7 
of O.l ug. might be ttained since the heteropoly blu� color developed 
is quite int n: e. This has th� disadvantage of limiting the maximum 
qwµitity of arsenic that might be analy'a d. 
Th inclusion of th 40 % SnC12 in the procedur requires more 
r a arch. 
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3) 
COMPARISON OF THE METH0:00 
1.· Co parison of the Evans-Bandemer Modification with the Gutzeit 
and King ley method . 
A S92 g .  male rat (albino), that had been drinking water con­
taining 10 parts per million of araen1c as arsenic for six mo:nthe, 
vu s cr1£1ced. Th liver was removed and chilled to slow enzymatio 
a.ction. A 20 � homogenate was prepared using a Waring blender � 
.Analysis of. the arsenic cont nt or the liver homogenate was then 
made ·by the three methods. The results are shown in Table XV cal.cul ted 
as UC• Ae/g .• of liYer. 
2 ,.  Oom.parisor,. of th Out eit, Sultzaberger and Kingsley methods. 
A. S60 g. male. r t that had be811 drinking e.rsem.o water., 10 parts 
per million As, tor a period of six . months · was sacrificed and a 
16.6 % liver homogenate prepared. Arsenic analyses were calcuJ.ated as 
ug. of Aa/g. of liver. The results are shown in Table m. 
3. Comparison of . the Gutzeit, Kingsley-, Evans-Bandemer methods, 
and the Evans-Bandemer difioation. 
Difficulty waa encounter d in obtaining sufficient biologioel 
terialJ ther fore, it was deQided to homogenize two arsenic-containing 
liver tog ther. 
Two young male rats weighing 370 g. and 380 g. respective1y 
were s crificed and a 20 j homogenate prepar d by homogenizing the 
livers in a Waring bl nder. The results of the analyses are · hown 
in Table XVII. 
4. Comparison or th Sul tzaberger and Evans-Bandemer Modification . 
».le to erratic results obtained in Table XVII, it was decid d to 
make a comparison analysis using the more dependable me,hod (Sultza-
berger) as a control. 
A · young 370 g... male rat that had been on arsenic water (10 parts 
p r million) tor 3 months vas sacrificed and a 20 % liver homogenate 
prepared. 
Because undue enzymatic actirlty mighi> alter results, the 
analytical equipment vu set up ahead of time to pre? nt delay 1n 
analysis. Triplicate samples we.re �alyzed according to both methods; 
the results of which are shown in Table XVIII. 
For the Si.u tz&berger method, a 5 ml. sample of the homogenate 
was taken ( l. O  I• liver) J and for the EYana-!andemer Modification, 
a 2 . 5  ml .  sample ot the homogenate Co- 5 g. liver) was used . 
TABLE XV 
COMPA.RISOO OF THE EV.ANS-BANDEMER, GUTZEIT, AND KING LEY METHODS 
ug. arsenic per gram of liver 
Sample 
!iurnbtr 
l 
2 
Gutzeit 
Methg4 
2 
2 
Kingsley 
Method 
6.4 
10.0 
TABLE XVI 
lOdifioation 
pf E, & .B,· 
14.0 
12.8 
CQ(pARlSON OF THE GUTZEIT, SULTZ.A.BERGER, A.ND KINGSLEY METHOIS 
ug. arsenic per gram of 11 ver . 
Sample Gutseit Sultzaberger Kingsley 
l)lmber Metbod Method Metpod 
l 4.2 3. 5  4.2 
4.2 4 .2 2.2 
- 2.2 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF THE GUTZEIT, KINGSLEY, EVANS-BANDEMER, 
AND EVANS-BAND R MODIFICATION 
ug.  arsenic per gram of liver 
Sample Gutze1t* Kingsley Evans-
Number Method Method Bapdeper 
1 10 2 .s  16.0  
2 _J.L. ..li -tH-Ave. ug. A 10 . ,  2 .5  
*Length of stains in Gutzeit determination 
Sample §to1' lJmgth A
ve, length 
1 10 8 nm .  9 nm. 
2 "fe �. u �. 
E. and B .  
Mgd1fica;t4gp 
20.0 
.s.o 
19.0 
35 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISO OF THE SULTZABERGER AN]) EVANS-B DEMER MODIFICATION 
ug. arsenic per gram. or liver 
�ample Method % Trane. Ug. As/1 .0 g. 
!web£ Cgcp L;J.xer 
1 Sult•aberger 72 12.0 " 71 .12.5 • 71 12.s 
4 E. and B. 62 2(6 .2) - 12.4 
Modification 61 2(6 ,4) - 12.s " 63 2(6,0) - 12.0 
Results 
J6 
Tabl8" XV, XVI,. and XVII ahov a comparison of the various methods 
of arsenic an8',ys1e studied using biologice.lq bound arsenic. The best 
results 1n reconry experiments together v.lth those c�ntaining the 
bound arsenio appear to have been obtain�d by the Sultzaberger and 
hane-Balldemer math.ode. 
The choice ot a control method with 'Whioh to compare the modifica­
tion vaa made on the buie th t the Sultzaberger method provided 
digestion and separation of arsenic 1D an entirely d.11'tarent form. from 
that of the moditioation, while the Eftns•Bandemer did not. For 
a.ample, in the Sultaaberger determination, the biological material 
ie destroyed by vet combustion and the arsenic separated aa AsCl3• 
In the modi:ticat1on1 the 'biological material is destroyed by ashing 
and the arsenic 1• separated ae AeH3• 
DISCUSS I OB 
l. The Gutzeit Method 
There are mar,y points of criticiam involving the Gutzeit method 
ot arsenic analysis, perhaps the moat important being that it is 
time-consuming in each step of the operation. Large sampl , wb.1.ch 
lengthen the digestion time, . are required for micro quantit1 e of 
araenio. Digeetion requires on the average from four to ight hours, 
depending upon the size of the sample and the type of material. In 
turn, this ans large quantities or nitric aeid must be conaumed. 
The interm.1tdiate steps are time-consuming, the generation ot 
arsine being one of the more tedious steps of the procedure• The 
sine must be araenic�tree �d or uniform quality to insure even 
generation and absorption or the arsine on the indicator paper. 
3"1 
It may be mentioned that the used spongy zinc will trap arsenic on its 
surface, u waa determined later b7 adding more HOl and zinc shot. 
The results were not included 1n this paper. 
Arsine evolution vu found to be uneven, as is shown in Table XVII 
and by Saterlee et al., (15). The stains were measured on one side 
or the mercuric brolld.de paper and found to be 1S nm. in length, while 
on the rnerae aide the7 were 8 mm. in length. In addition, th extent 
ot the reaction between the arsine and the mercuric bromide varied, as 
ie indicated by the shade ot the stain. This may be observed 1n a 
typical plate by Scott (16). 
The Gutseit method i limited to semi-micro quantities, the optimum 
being betve n 0.02 and 0.03 mg. of arsenic (9) . 
The techniqu employed b7 the analyat must be consi tent without 
tail and can be attained only after much experience which the :nrage 
1nveet1gator vill not develop unleee he is making Gutzeit determinations 
dail7. Clark ( 17) states that even then on Cannot be sure of the 
results.  
For these reasons th• author has deemed it .inadVisable to consider 
the Gut.sett method aa being reliable for the determination ot micro 
quantitie1 or arsenic. 
2. The Sul tzaberger Method 
Thie method vu develo}*d by- incorporating the ideas or several 
investigators and coming up vith a simple, rapid, accurate micro rnethod 
ot arsenic analya1e. It !a baaed on the separation ot arsenio aa the 
trichloride and the aubeequent deTelopaent of the molybdenum-arsenic 
complex blue color. 'th• method has several a4vantages, even though 
there are some disadvantages. 
The aample 11 small and may be rapidly diguted in comparison 
with th Gutzeit method. The. a paration ot the arsenic is verr rapid 
and eu7 to Caff7 out. The apparatus is simple and cheap, with perhaps 
the exception o:r the Fresenius tlaek, and may be found in any high 
school chemist17, laborat<>r7. 
Technique is ot importance. Ohan1,ng of the digest ehould be 
avoided ainoe loa ot �senic may occur (18). Distillation mast be 
observed closely as ia indicated by Sultzaberger. However, this ie not 
too difficult, ae the absorbing solution c aeea to bubble when all ot 
th Asc13 ha8 distilled. 
'.l.'h•· most difficult part of the operation occurs in the evapora­
tion ot the absorbing solution. Here the temperature must be rigidly 
controlled., or arsenic loss wUl occur. It was found that it vu 
better not to evaporate to dr,n s on the hot plat.a, but to evaporate 
the last .3 - 5 ml. of liquid in an oven set at 120-125°0 .  Thie step 
requires strict attention and 1 the chief souro of error in the 
method. 
In developinent or the color it is necessary to cover the con­
tainer to prevent evaporation of the liquid, which, or c,ours , �d 
alter the intensity of the color i 
Consiatent results, as indicated 1n Table VI, were obtained by the 
author after learning th technique. The method is satisfactory for 
micro quantities ot arsenic . 
It was noted that in digestion the perebloric acid i not 
neeeasary is used by Morrie and Oalver7 (19). This vu ljmf.nated 
by the author because of the danger inTOlved. 
3. The Kingsley and Schaff' rt Method 
This method 1 notable chieny for its rapidity or digestion. 
The Sultzaberger m thod usually requir two to four hours for 
41ge tion of the biologica.l. •terial, while the m thod 1n que t1on 
requires only fifteen minutes. 
Beoovery experiments, and arsen1ca.ls asil7 undergoing oxidations, 
will respond tQ this t�e of dige tion, as may be ob erved in Tables VII 
and VIII. Som recoveries ha been low, a typ'ical. example ot vhieh 
1 found in Table II. This may hav been due to faulty teebnique 
rather than to th digestion procedure. Biologically bound ar enie, 
however, produced erratic results, as may be se n in Tables XV, XVI, 
and XVII. The author .feels that low results vere obtained due to 
inoomplete breakdown of the biologioal mat rial. This is substantiated 
by the work of Evans and Bandemer f 1)) • 
In addition, the author does not agree with Kingsley in the 
preparation of the calibration curve. It is the author I s opinion, 
formed through experience,  that the standardization curve should be 
determined by subjecting the sample to the same treatment aa that . to 
which biologieall.7-bound arsenic wouJ.d be subjected in order to give 
a true picture of the method. 
Another po eible source of error is the fritted gas dispersion 
cylinder. It vu found later that a capillary would suffice; but 
in order to reproduoe- the original vork, the cylinder vu used for 
all experiments indicated. The gas d1 pers1on cylinder will retain 
some of the arsen1c-.conta1.ning solution which oannot be remoTed by 
air pressure, Washing vould be out ot the ques ion, since the added 
liquid ( ither water or iodine)  would alter the Yolume and, 1n turn, 
the color intenait7 dneloped. 
Because or theae objections, the Kingsley..Schaffert method, in 
the opinion of the author, ia not .. -satisfactory method or analysis 
ot arsenic 1n biological. material. 
4. The Evans and Bandemer Method and the Modification. 
The essential difference between the Evans-Bandemer and Kingeley­
Schaf'tert methods is in the liberation or the bound arsenic from the 
biologica1 material. The Evans-Bandemer method depends upon the 
destrucUon or the biological material b7 ashing and retaining the 
arsenic, probably as the magnesium. pyoarsenate (Mg2As207) .  
There are some criticisms of the method which were llerth investi­
gaUon. For example• ashing required a little longer period than does 
the digestion by' the Sult1aberger method, but it does not require the 
attention ot the anal.7st ae does the Sultsaberger method. 
J. possible source ot arsenic loss 1s again the Mtted gaa 
di peraion cylinder, the aame ae 1 found in the Kingslq method. 
The author therefore attempted a modification ot th Evans-Bandemer 
method by dissolVing the aeh 1n 12 I yo4 and tr-.ting the solution 
with 1 ml. or 40 j Snc12• The fri.tted gas dispersion c7llnder vas 
replaced with a capilla17 -tube. 
The color developed seemed to be a little more intense than 
that ot the Eva:ne-landemer method. Colorimetrie readinga were made 
on both the Beckma.n W epectrophotometer and the Cenco photelometer. 
The spectrophotometer ia · slower 1n operation but gives a more sensitive 
reacling. Howenr, this diaadYanta • mq be ottse't by using a later 
odel colorimeter and neither speed nor accuracy will be aacrif'iced. 
The authox- feels that it vu riot necessary to include the 
1.0 ml. or 40 � ·st1c12, _ since it is not · essential to reduce the arsenic 
to the tr1Tal.ent etaw prior to diatillation, as is pointed out b7 
Magnuson and Wataon ( 20) • They ehoved that in order for the color to 
be developed th• areenio must be _in the pentavalent form. It thei-•tore 
e ced logical that the arsenic could be distilled without reduction 
and. the oolor developed directly. Thia was don 1n a few inetanoes1 
however, not enough trial.a were conduoted to ubstantiate the idea. 
SUMMARY 
Five elected methods tor the quantitative · cro analysis ot 
arsenic in biological materials ha.ve been compared experimentally . 
and evaluated on the criteria of accuracy, pree1· ion, · peed and 
s1mplic1 ty of equipment and laboratory techniques .. lone of the 
methods has pronn to be consistently reliable in the preparation 
of standardization data,. in the analysis of an .orgardo arsenical, 
or in tbe analysis of biologically-bound arsenie.  
A modification ot the Evans-Bandemer method or arsenic deter­
mination 1n biological . t.erials, based on the formation ot the 
heteropoly blue colored cotnplex is presented. Tb procedure is 
·-< 
accurate to one crogra.m with an optimum range of one to twenty 
micrograms . Thie .dif1cat1on and the ultsabergw method vere 
round to be the two st. reliable procedur e; te ted in this 
labor.a tor)". 
The technique and resUl ts of each method have been cri tieally 
reviewed in the discussion. 
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THE COU �E F FUTURE RES · CH 
The problem of arsenic 8Jl&lysis in biological material is still 
open to research. The chie:f source of error appear to be in digestion 
ot th ample. 
Digestion ot the s -. ple created much d1seention among 
inv stigators. Questions have ari · en concerning the loss of arsenic 
by charring the digest, and the necessity or strong oxidizing agents 
and their effects. Conaequent17 extraction prooedurea have been 
attempt d but with only lim1ted succe -$. 
T'he majority ot micro methods of arsenic separation have been 
based. on the vela.till t7 ot the arsenic 1n one form or another. 
lesid those errore that may be contributed by 'tae analyst, others 
' � 
may arise al a resw. t of incompl · te separ tion 0£ arsenic .  The ideal 
method.1 or course, ww.14 involve a direct detend.nat1on 'Without 
separation. This cannot be realized by conventional methods because 
of interfering iona such a P04l, '°i• Fe
+ 3 • Al+ 3, and ae+4 . 
Polarography could be the an ver. Thia would be qisregarding 
the criteria, however, of simple laboratory techniques and equipment, 
The polarograph is not vailable to all workers and many tecbnic.iana 
are not,, trained in the use of the 1netnm.ent. 
More research is required concerning the ehemieal co position 
of th heteropoly blue complex, not to mention the effect of enzyme 
activity on the loss of er enic. 
Development of better and ore sensitive methods of arsenic 
analysis would permit exploration ot any pathWIQ" , especially in the 
fields of pharmacology and intermediary metabol.ism. However; before 
these pathways may be defined w1 th confidence, the arsenic must be 
followed quantitatively. 
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